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I N T R O D U C T I O N
 

 
The ecommerce market in the US has witnessed major transformations over

the past decade. As the market continues to grow at a double-digit pace,

businesses should ensure they sustain a competitive position by leveraging

analytics in decision-making. The recent technological advancements and the

emergence of new business models have also unleashed major disruptions in

how products are delivered to customers at the last mile.  Though most

leading businesses across industries are capable of transporting large

amounts of goods in cargos from miles across the world, it is the ‘last mile

delivery’ that is often the biggest challenge. Since the last mile delivery is

crucial from a business perspective, leading players have been focusing on

improving customer experience by improving the quality of service through the

incorporation of advanced analytics techniques.
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WANT MORE INFORMATION?
 

We'd love to assist you!

Please choose a mode of engagement below and

we'll be in touch within 48 hours.

 

REQUEST FREE PROPOSAL

GET MORE INFO

SCHEDULE A FREE DEMO
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Today a majority of last mile issues arise due to

information delay and loss of data which

adversely impact the core objectives of

businesses. Hence, it's essential to better

understand the business operations and the

analytical needs of the organization to sustain a

competitive edge in today’s complex business

world.

 

 

OVERCOMING THE LAST MILE
DELIVERY CHALLENGE
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Use advanced analytics dashboards
for real-time tracking
 

An integrated last mile tracking system that

leverages analytics can offer real-time

insights into business operations. Logistics

management systems that use IoT and

sensors can also help in real-time shipment

tracking. Moreover, the use of data analytics

offers valuable information on high traffic

congestion and popular delivery areas,

thereby improving the process efficiency.
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Set up distribution centers

Set up more distribution centers in high

concentration areas to improve proximity

to customers and minimize the cost of

single package deliveries. By doing so

businesses can also ensure OTIF deliveries

and improve customer retention rates

through faster service.
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NEED INFORMATION 
ON OUR ADVANCED

ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS?

 
WANT MORE INSIGHTS ON
HOW YOU CAN TACKLE THE
LAST MILE CHALLENGE WITH

ANALYTICS? 
 

 CONTACT USREQUEST FREE PROPOSAL

Need more info?
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Fine-tune your logistics roadmap

 

With the huge troves of data available to

businesses today, it's important to

understand what to do with it. Leveraging

analytics can help you identify factors

affecting OTIF deliveries, which in turn can

help you fine-tune route maps to ensure

faster and improved services.
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HOW ANALYTICS CAN HELP
TACKLE THE LAST MILE

CHALLENGE

Ensures Faster Deliveries

Executes Deliveries at Minimum Costs

Makes Delivery Flexible

Enhances Customer Engagement

Maximizes Returns

Boosts Productivity
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C O N T A C T  I N F O

 
 

PHONE NUMBER - US

 
 +1 630 538 7144

PHONE NUMBER - UK 

+44 208 629 1455

At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harnes maximum insights

from the influx of continuous information around us is what will  drive any

organization’s competitive readiness and success.

 

Our objective is to bring together the best combination of analysts and

consultants to  complement our clients with a shared need to discover and build

those capabilities and drive continuous business  excellence.
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